
isitchecked.com

The future of real-time, paperless checklists



Isitchecked.com is a practical, cost effective solution to help businesses 
of all sizes.

For insurers; the opportunity to dramatically reduce claim costs.

Whether a large international company, or a small business; the benefits 
of real time, paperless checklists are paramount.

What is isitchecked.com?



System capabilities

Real-time reporting

Automatic notifications of failures

Automatic escalation of non-compliance

Fully configurable to your business rules

Unlimited copies of our free Android or Apple iOS Apps

Weekly report of compliance failures sent directly to nominated person



Easy web access



How it works

Isitchecked.com is based on a number of technologies that we have combined 

into a complete solution for your business checklist needs.

Our system allows you to create any number of areas or zones within your 

premises that are required to be part of a checklist. Each of these areas will 

have a unique QR code assigned to it.

You can assign a number of choices to each of your areas, each set of 

choices are unique to each group of employees that you have.



Areas

Each area can be assigned a schedule, enabling specific checks to be done at 

specific times, by specific groups.

A tolerance level can be set e.g. allowing an extra window of say 15 minutes 

for a check to be carried out.

After the tolerance level has been reached, the system will alert your selected 

group of employees, such as managers or supervisors, that this check has 

been missed.



Add, alter, edit or delete areas



Groups

Create staff groups of multiple people, with multiple roles



Same QR Code; multiple group options



Schedules

Easy to edit, 

change the 

schedule, 

escalation group or 

times to send 

notifications



Escalated notifications

Arrows indicate that notifications will be sent to manager after the check 

is more than 15 mins overdue (tolerance level)



Apple (iOS) and Google play (Android)



App. screen shots



Victoria’s Bar



Reports generated in PDF format

Extract of site report 

showing isitchecked.com 

system being used for 

due diligence completion 

for refused entry, along 

with an ejection report



GPS Location on each scan

From the report - just click the GPS tag



GPS Tag link from web report



Standard Pricing



Thank you for your time

Any questions?



Isitchecked.com

Contact me for a free trial

Dave Henderson

Info@hsadd.co.uk

07843-270295

mailto:Info@hsadd.co.uk

